New quantitative analysis, using high-resolution images, of oxygen-induced retinal neovascularization in mice
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Abstract

Oxygen-induced retinopathy (OIR) has been widely studied as an animal model of retinal neovascularization diseases. Evaluation using this model is mainly performed by counting cell nuclei above the internal limiting membrane in serial cross-sections or by scoring in flat-mounted retinas. Quantitative evaluation is important for accurate elucidation of pathological conditions and the drug evaluations. We therefore attempted quantification using new imaging software and high-resolution images taken with a high-resolution CCD camera. Neonatal mice were exposed to 75% oxygen from postnatal day 7 (P7) to P12, then returned to room air until P17. At each evaluation time, mice were perfused with fluorescein-dextran, and flat-mounted retinas were prepared. Total images of the retinal vasculature were collected and analyzed using the imaging software. P17 normal retinas showed increases in computerized total tube area, total tube length, number of segments, and number of branch points (versus P7 normal retinas). These increases coincided with the development of the retinal vasculature between P7 and P17. P17 OIR retinas similarly showed increases in those parameters, and the number of nodes (thick regions exceeding the maximum width of the vessel) and the node area (abnormality induced by OIR) were markedly increased (versus P17 normal retinas). Accordingly, this approach is considered most suitable for evaluating the number of nodes and node area in this model. Quantification using the present imaging software should be useful for evaluating physiological and pathological neovascularizations in this OIR model.
© 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Retinal neovascular diseases, such as diabetic retinopathy and retinopathy of prematurity (ROP), are leading causes of irreversible failing vision and blindness. These diseases are assumed to involve pathological neovascularization within the vitreous, resulting from stimulation by excess production of those angiogenic growth factors (such as vascular endothelial growth factor; VEGF) associated with retinal ischemia (Aiello et al., 1995a, 1998). At present, no drug therapy is available for the prevention of retinal neovascularization, and indeed the only approved clinical treatment is laser photocoagulation, which ablates the ischemic retinal tissue and thereby suppresses the pathological neovascularization. However, this treatment may have adverse effects, including visual impairments such as loss of peripheral and night vision.

Oxygen-induced retinopathy (OIR) in the newborn animal has been widely used as an animal model of retinal neovascularization diseases (Madan and Penn, 2003). Various anti-angiogenic compounds such as VEGF-related molecules (Aiello et al., 1995b; Bainbridge et al., 2002; Eyetech Study Group, 2002), matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) inhibitors (Das et al., 1999; Garcia et al., 2002), steroids (Rotschild et al., 1999; Spandau et al., 2005), and NSAIDs (Nandgaonkar et al., 1999; Sharma et al., 2003; Wilkinson-Berka et al., 2003) have been evaluated using this model. Evaluation of the OIR model itself has been performed by two main methods. One is a qualitative method involving scoring in 12 equally sized...
sections (“clock hours”) in FITC-dextran-perfused or adenosine diphosphatase (ADPase)-stained retinas; scoring vaso-obliteration, capillary tufts and ridges; and counting neovascularization in clock hours in a manner similar to the clinical assessment of ROP (Higgins et al., 1999). The other is a quantitative method involving counting nucleic cells above the internal limiting membrane in serial cross-sections (Smith et al., 1994). Both the scoring and counting methods have disadvantages. The scoring evaluation covers the total retinal vasculature, and a large number of retinas can be scored in a fairly short time, but it is lacking in quantitative ability. On the other hand, although the counting evaluation is semi-quantitative, it is difficult to cover the total retinal vasculature and it is time-consuming. An other quantitative method is one that measures the neovascular tufts (Al-Shabrawey et al., 2005; Gardiner et al., 2005; Nagai et al., 2005). This method provides quantitative results and an indication that is close to the actual pathological neovascularization. However, this method is difficult to evaluate from an objective viewpoint.

To try to solve the above problems, computerized digital-image analyses of the retinal vasculature have been developed using retinopathy models (Penn and Gay, 1992; Danis and Yang, 1993; Reynaud and Dorey, 1994; Robison et al., 1995). The evaluated parameters were mostly retinal vascular density and area, and these methods allow an objective evaluation. However, no attempt has previously been made to evaluate pathological neovascularization (neovascular tufts), reflecting the clinical condition of retinopathy.

Therefore, the purpose of this study was to establish an objective and quantitative method that can be performed using imaging software on the whole retina in a mouse OIR model.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Animals

C57BL/6 mice (SLC, Shizuoka, Japan) were used. All investigations were in accordance with the ARVO statement for the Use of Animals in Ophthalmic and Vision Research, and were approved and monitored by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Gifu Pharmaceutical University.

2.2. Oxygen-induced retinopathy model

The oxygen-induced retinopathy model was produced according to the protocol of Smith et al. (1994). Mouse pups and their nursing mothers were exposed to 75 ± 1% O2 in a cage regulated by an oxygen controller (PRO-OX 110; Reming Bioinstruments Co., Redfield, USA) from postnatal day 7 (P7) to P12. The oxygen level was monitored using the oxygen controller. On P12, they were returned to room air (21% O2) until P17.

2.3. Histological examination of retina

At P17, the eyes were removed, fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer for 24 h, and embedded in paraffin. Serial 6-μm sections of whole eyes were cut sagittally through the cornea parallel to the optic nerve. The sections were stained with hematoxylin and eosin to assess retinal vasculature via light microscopy.

2.4. Fluorescence angiography

At each evaluation time [P7, P12, and P17 (Fig. 1)], mice were deeply anesthetized intraperitoneally with sodium pentobarbital (Nembutal, Dainippon Sumitomo Pharmaceutical Co. Ltd., Osaka, Japan). Then, they were perfused through the left ventricle with high molecular weight (MW = 2,000,000) fluorescein conjugated dextran (Sigma–Aldrich Ltd., St. Louis, MO) dissolved in PBS. After the perfusion, the eyes were enucleated and placed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 4–24 h. The cornea and lens were removed from each eye. The posterior hyaloid artery was removed from site connected with the optic nerve head by the forceps and the retinas were dissected under a microscope. The flattened retinas were mounted using VECTASHIELD (Vector Laboratories Inc, Burlingame, CA).

2.5. Quantification of retinal vasculature and scoring of retinal neovascularization

Total images of flat-mounted retina were produced from 9 to 12 pieces of images acquired using a fluorescence microscope (BX50; OLYMPUS, Japan) fitted with a ×4 microscope objective lens. Images were obtained using a high-resolution (2.6 μm²/pixel, 16 bit) charge-coupled device (CCD) camera (DP30BP; OLYMPUS, Japan) at 1360 × 1024 pixels via Metamorph (Universal Imaging Corp., Downingtown, PA). Each piece of image was acquired from the stack images between upper and lower retinal vessels at 14.2-μm intervals, the best focus image being extracted from among them. The total images were converted from pixels to μm. Quantification of the retinal vasculature was achieved using Angiogenesis Application module in Metamorph. Minimum tubule width, maximal tubule width, and intensity were set up as setting items as described below. The minimum tubule width was taken as 1 μm. The maximal tubule width was obtained by measuring three times across one of the most dilated arteries or veins in each specimen, and taking the average of these measurements. The intensity was obtained by subtracting the intensity of the retinal background from the intensity of a faint vessel. The intensity of the retinal background was taken as the average of three minimum-intensity points. The intensity of a faint vessel was taken as the average of three points with neither minimum nor maximum intensity chosen from five points. We evaluated using six computed parameters: number of nodes, node area, total tube area, total tube length, number of branch points, and number of segments (as defined in Table 1). Retinal neovascularization scoring was performed using a method based on the scoring criteria (Table 2) described by Higgins et al. (1999). The scoring was performed by masked individuals to prevent observed bias.
2.6. Statistical analysis

The data are represented as mean ± SEM. The Mann–Whitney test was used to compare P17 normal retinas with P17 OIR retinas. The correlation between either the number of nodes or the node area and the retinal neovascularization score was evaluated using the Pearson correlation coefficient. A value of $p < 0.05$ was considered to indicate statistical significance.

3. Results

3.1. Quantification of retinal vasculature

As in previous studies (Smith et al., 1994; Campochiaro and Hackett, 2003), the retinal vasculature in P7 neonatal mice was located in the superficial retina, and covered about 80% of the retina (Fig. 2A and E). Upon exposure of neonatal mice to 75% $O_2$ for 5 days (P7–P12), the retinal vessels around the optic nerve disappeared and an avascular area emerged (Fig. 2B and F). Following a return to room air until P17 after this hyperoxia treatment, P17 OIR retinas exhibited the following: revascularization forward avascular area, the appearance of tortuous and dilated blood vessels, and the appearance of abnormal vascular structures such as tufts and ridges (Fig. 2C and G). In contrast, the P17 normal retinal vasculature exhibited a meshwork in which development and remodeling were complete (Fig. 2D and H).

The P17 OIR retinal vasculature had obvious morphological differences versus the P17 normal retinal vasculature (Fig. 3A and B). This abnormal vasculature was located above the internal limiting membrane into vitreous (Fig. 3C and D). We quantitatively evaluated these sequential changes in the retinal vasculature using Angiogenesis Tube Formation in Metamorph. Original and analysis images are shown in Fig. 4. The retinal vessels seen in the analysis image for each group approximate to those in the original image (Fig. 4). Green labels in the analysis images represent nodes, one of the evaluation parameters. We evaluated six parameters obtained from these analysis images: total tube area, total tube length, number of branch points, number of nodes, node area, and number of segments (Fig. 5). The P17 normal retinas showed significant increases (1.8- to 2.6-fold) in total tube area, total tube length, number of segments, and number of branch points (versus P7 normal retinas) (Fig. 5C–F). The increases in these parameters coincided with the remodeling and development of the retinal vasculature between P7 and P17. The P17 OIR retinas similarly showed increases in the above four parameters, but the increases were apparently smaller than in the P17 normal retinas. Both the number of nodes and the node area in P17 OIR retinas showed marked increases (about fourfold) versus P17 normal retinas (Fig. 5A and B). In addition, the nodes region in the analysis images of the P17 OIR retinas corresponded well to the pathological neovascularization area (including tortuous and dilated blood vessels, and abnormal vascular structure) (Fig. 4G).

3.2. Quantification of vascular obliteration area

The central capillary-free zone occupied 36.0 ± 0.6% of the whole retina in P12 OIR retinas (just after hyperoxia), and 15.6 ± 0.7% in P17 OIR retinas.

Table 1
Definitions of measurements analyzed using Angiogenesis Tube Formation module in Metamorph

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nodes</td>
<td>Total number of connected blobs (pooling of fluorescein conjugated dextran) with thickness exceeding maximum width of the vessels. Nodes region are shown as green in the acquired image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nodes area</td>
<td>Total nodes area (mm$^2$) in retina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total tube area</td>
<td>Total capillaries area (mm$^3$) in retina (excluding nodes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total tube length</td>
<td>Total length of capillaries (mm$^3$) in the retina (excluding nodes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branch points</td>
<td>Total number of junctions connecting segments (excluding nodes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segments</td>
<td>Total number of vessel segments connecting branch points and/or ends (excluding nodes)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3. Retinal neovascular scoring and comparison with morphometric parameters

P17 normal (n = 14 eyes, open circle in Fig. 6) and OIR (n = 12 eyes, closed circle) retinas perfused with fluorescein-dextran were evaluated using retinal scoring criteria (Table 1). P17 OIR retinas had a median total retinopathy score [median (25th, 75th quartiles)] of 8.5 (7, 10) against 1 (0, 1) for the P17 normal retinas (p < 0.001). The Pearson’s correlation coefficients between the nodes region parameters (number of nodes and node area) and the retinal neovascularization score are shown in Fig. 6. Both the number of nodes (r = 0.95, p < 0.0001) and the node area (r = 0.85, p < 0.0001) were highly correlated with the retinal neovascularization score. In the P17 OIR retina group alone, both the number of nodes (r = 0.72, p = 0.008) and the node area (r = 0.79, p = 0.002) correlated with retinal neovascularization score.

4. Discussion

Using an oxygen-induced retinopathy (OIR) model in mice, we analyzed the time course of changes in the retinal vasculature using high-resolution images of flat-mounted retinas and imaging software. Image analysis is a powerful tool for the assessment of retinal structure. Our study showed that the changes in microstructure occurring during the development of the retinal vasculature between P7 and P17 in normal retinas could be quantitatively evaluated as increases in each of several parameters (total tube area, total tube length, number of branch points, and number of segments). However, these parameters were also increased in the P17 OIR retina. On the other hand, the number of nodes and the node area increased significantly only in the P17 OIR retina, and showed little or no change in the other groups. Therefore, the present method, using imaging software, enables us to evaluate pathological changes in the vasculature by using the number...
of nodes and the node area as indicators of abnormal neovascularization.

Some recent reports showed magnified figures of pathological neovascularization in flat-mounted retinas in this model (Al-Shabrawey et al., 2005; Gardiner et al., 2005). However, it is difficult, because of the lack of image resolution, to perform a detailed analysis in the whole retina. To solve this problem of lack of resolution, we obtained magnified figures of high-resolution images at 0.42 μm²/pixel using a ×10 microscope objective lens and serial images at 2.7-μm intervals from the inner surface to the internal limiting membrane by scanning to the z-axis with a high-resolution CCD camera (DP30BP). These serial images were subsequently processed to create the best focus image, blurred region being eliminated by the imaging software. Using these images, abnormal neovascularization with aggregation and unregulated morphology extended beyond the internal limiting membrane into vitreous could be observed in P17 OIR retinas. Collectively, the present results indicate that the present method allows us to elucidate physiological and pathological neovascularizations, and would allow us to perform drug evaluations. Furthermore, the resolution of images in our analysis of the quantification of the retinal vasculature was 2.59 μm²/pixel (using a ×4 microscope objective lens), sufficient to quantify vessels of about 7 μm minimum in the flat-mounted retina. Likewise, Banin et al. (2006) quantified physiological and pathological neovascularizations throughout the flat-mounted whole retina in a mouse OIR model, but the image resolution in their analysis was 27.8 μm²/pixel (again, using a ×4 microscope — objective lens). This resolution may be insufficient for a detailed evaluation of microvessels of less than 25 μm.

Previously, evaluations using an OIR model in the newborn animal have mainly been performed either by scoring in clock hours in the flat-mounted retina (Higgins et al., 1999) or by counting nucleic cells above the internal limiting membrane in serial cross-sections (Smith et al., 1994). These evaluations have some problems involving lack of quantification or difficulty of covering the whole retina when quantitative information is obtained.

As one method of the quantitative evaluation using the flat-mounted retina, some investigators have reported measuring the tube area and length of retinal blood vessels using computer analyses (Penn and Gay, 1992; Danis and Yang, 1993; Robison et al., 1995; Al-Shabrawey et al., 2003; McGuire et al., 2003). However, simply evaluating tube area and length is insufficient to reflect the pathological changes of retinopathy that are evoked by cells invading into the vitreous. As another method, several studies have

![Fig. 3. Superficial retinal blood vessels on P17 retina. Normoxia- (A and C) and hyperoxia-treated (B and D) P17 retinas. Each fluorescence images (A and B) were collected from superficial retinal vasculature using a ×20 microscope objective lens. Following hyperoxia treatment, retinal vessels present a different pattern from normal. These neovascular tufts were confirmed by it extending into the vitreous (arrow) by cross-section images stained with hematoxylin and eosin (C and D). Scale bar is 50 μm for (A and B) and 25 μm for (C and D).](image-url)
evaluated the pathological neovascularization (neovascular tufts) related to the symptoms of retinopathy (Al-Shabrawey et al., 2005; Gardiner et al., 2005; Nagai et al., 2005). This method entails observing the neovascular tufts under the microscope, selecting by hand, and calculating the selected area. However, it is difficult to exclude subjectivity, since the neovascular tufts are selected by hand. To try to avoid this problem, Banin et al. (2006) discriminated the above

Fig. 4. Analysis images of retinal vascularization (obtained using Angiogenesis Tube Formation module). At various time-points [P7 normal before hyperoxia (nor-P7; A and E); P12 hyperoxia-treated (hyp-P12; B and F); P17 hyperoxia-treated (hyp-P17; C and G); and P17 normal (nor-P17; D and H)], mice were perfused with fluorescein-dextran, and flat-mounted retinas were prepared. Original images (A–D) and the analyzed images (E–H) are shown. Green labels in analyzed images show the node regions. Scale bar is 500 μm.

Fig. 5. Quantification of retinal vascularization using imaging software. Quantitative analysis of each parameter computed using Angiogenesis Tube Formation module: number of nodes (A), node area (B), total tube area (C), total tube length (D), number of branch points (E), and number of segments (F). Both the number of nodes (A) and the node area (B) were dramatically increased in the hyp-P17 group versus the nor-P17 group. The dotted line shows the time-dependent change. Values are means ± SEM; n = 5–14 eyes per group.
area by means of isoelectric *Grisonia simplicifolia* staining, and then calculated the area. By immunostaining, the neovascular tufts can be distinguished specifically, and it is possible to exclude subjectivity if this area is delimited by threshold, in contrast to the previous method. However, since it is necessary to immunostain the retina, more time is required. As an evaluation method using an imaging software, Robison et al. (1995) reported a computerized evaluation using an indication similar to the number of nodes and node area employed in this report. Unfortunately, they evaluated only about 34% of the whole retina and required 35 image pieces for the analysis.

To overcome these defects, we attempted to computerize the retinal vasculature from the whole retinal image. Using our method, we could evaluate high-resolution images covering the whole retina, requiring 9–12 image pieces. Therefore, our method can save on evaluation time as compared with the previous methods. Furthermore, our results do not involve the bias introduced by subjective estimation, because of the computerized evaluation of the whole retina. In our scoring evaluation, both the number of nodes and the node area were highly correlated with the retinal neovascularization score. Since the scoring method needs a number of observers for reliability, our method, involving quantitative evaluation using imaging software, is more objective than the scoring method. As in a previous report (Banin et al., 2006), we observed revascularization, with a decrease in the avascular area, of the whole retina from P12 to P17 after hyperoxia. In addition, the size of the vascular obliteration area can be objectively evaluated, because the avascular borders are easily identified. Our method can objectively evaluate this revascularization in more detail using parameters such as total tube length, number of segments, and number of branch points. Furthermore, we could simultaneously evaluate how well anti-angiogenic drugs act against physiological and pathological angiogenesis.

In conclusion, the present new evaluation technique has several advantages: (1) the whole retina is covered using high-resolution images, (2) the physiological and pathological vasculature can be evaluated, and (3) the evaluations are quantitative. We therefore feel that it should be useful for the objective and quantitative evaluation of various agents in the mouse OIR model.
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